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10 Steps to Laying a Dovetail Log Guide 

1. Trim to Length - Allow 2” of extra length at each end of the log. (The tails will get finish trimmed later). 

2. Equalize - Shim appropriately so that both ends of the log are at the same height before scribing.  

Measure from the floor to the top of the log. 

3. Plumb – Maneuver the log so that the exterior face is sitting plumb. Split the difference with twisted 

logs. Mark a plumb line reference on the ends of the log.  

4. Scribe - With the log equalized, determine the amount that the log needs to come down. This amount 

is determined by your belly gap minus the desired chinking gap (typically ¾”). Both notch ends must be 

scribed down the same amount. Using a level, mark the 5 vertical plumb lines (including the chinking set 

back on the exterior face). Measuring from the receiver face below, mark the four scribe height tics where 

they cross the previously drawn plumb lines.   *5 and 4 Rule* 

5. Remove the Log from the Wall - Cutting of the log is done on the ground at a safe working height. 

6. Connect the Lines and Score - Using a straight edge, join up the 4 intersecting points made while 

scribing and draw in the shoulder cut lines. Score all the cut lines to combat breakout from the chain. 

7. Cut - Cut the dovetail notch staying close to, but off the scored lines and finish with a chisel or grinder. 

Make the load bearing surface of the tail slightly concave where it is hidden. Check with the straightedge 

that there are no high spots on the bearing face of the tail. Set the log back on the wall. 

8. Check the Fit then Finetune the Joint - Check the fit of the dovetail at both ends of the log. Ensure 

that the log face is sitting plumb, as it was when it was scribed (use the plumb reference lines on end of 

log). If necessary, lift the log out of the way and shape the receiver below to improve the fit and close up 

the joint. Check overall building widths with each pair of logs that are laid, continually correcting any 

discrepancies throughout progress. 

9. Cut the Receiver - Measure the thickness of the next log to go on the wall, layout and cut the receiver 

to the corresponding length.  

10. Repeat - Do it again, do it again, and again....... 

 

 

 

 

 


